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Like other expressions of Christian conservatism, the Promise Keepers (PK)

often enact complex and strained relationships between social change and

social persistence. These strains are evident in the official PK literature,

which employs techniques not unlike those used by mainstream pop

psychology. These include the use of “scientific”-like classifications of

information, authors presented as “experts” on the topic at hand, and the

use of exercises to be enacted individually or in small PK discussion groups.

Collectively, these strategies suggest that conservative Christians deal with

many of the same complex role demands as non-conservatives. In

particular, the PK stance on gender roles, though promoted as

unambiguously “traditional” in favoring male leadership and female

submission, in actuality often reflects acknowledgment and perhaps

acceptance of some of the more egalitarian changes in gender role norms.

Sociological implications and directions for future research are discussed.
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